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ABSTRACT
A number of recent works have made seminal contributions to the
understanding of user intent and recommender interaction in con-
versational recommendation. However, to date, these studies have
not focused explicitly on context-driven interaction that underlies
the typical use of more pervasive Question Answering (QA) focused
conversational assistants like Amazon Alexa, Apple Siri, and Google
Assistant. In this paper, we aim to understand a general workflow of
natural context-driven conversational recommendation that arises
from a pairwise study of a human user interacting with a human
simulating the role of a recommender. In our analysis of this in-
trinsically organic human-to-human conversation, we observe a
clear structure of interaction workflow consisting of a preference
elicitation and refinement stage, followed by inquiry and critiquing
stages after the first recommendation. To better understand the
nature of these stages and the conversational flow within them, we
augment existing taxonomies of intent and action to label all inter-
actions at each stage and analyze the workflow. From this analysis,
we identify distinct conversational characteristics of each stage, e.g.,
(i) the preference elicitation stage consists of significant iteration
to clarify, refine, and obtain a mutual understanding of preferences,
(ii) the inquiry and critiquing stage consists of extensive informa-
tional queries to understand features of the recommended item
and to (implicitly) specify critiques, and (iii) explanation appears to
drive a substantial portion of the post-recommendation interaction,
suggesting that beyond the purpose of justification, explanation
serves a critical role to direct the evolving conversation itself. Alto-
gether, we contribute a novel qualitative and quantitative analysis
of workflow in conversational recommendation that further refines
our existing understanding of this important frontier of conversa-
tional systems and suggests a number of critical avenues for further
research to better automate natural recommendation conversations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As natural language conversational assistants are on the rise, there
is a growing interest in conversational recommender systems [5,
12, 24] that leverage natural language dialog. To date, some user
studies [3, 14, 18] and some implementations [9, 15] have started
to investigate aspects of this research area. However, none of these
studies or methods focus explicitly on context-driven recommen-
dation settings where the user interacts with a fixed intent and
context; yet this context-driven setting is critical to bring person-
alized recommendation to the next generation of conversational
assistants such as Amazon Alexa, Apple Siri, and Google Assistant.

Hence, our objective in this work is to understand the workflow
of natural context-driven recommendation conversations through
the analysis of dialog transcripts from human-to-human recom-
mendation interactions. Specifically, we ran a pairwise study of a
human user interacting with a human simulating the role of a rec-
ommender. Following this, we built on existing taxonomies of user
intents and recommendation actions [3] to label all interactions
at each stage and analyze the workflow of these labeled conversa-
tions. At a first pass of global analysis of these intrinsically organic
human-to-human conversations, the workflow results are interest-
ing but not surprising — the bulk of the conversational flow focuses
on question and response style interaction as the two humans come
to a mutual understanding of the recommendation context and the
user’s constraints and personal preferences.

However, leveraging our informal observations from the user
study that suggested the nature of most conversations shift substan-
tially as the first recommendation is made and then slightly more
after subsequent recommendations, we are motivated to undertake
a more nuanced stage-wise analysis of the conversation with stages
defined according to 0, 1, and 2 (or more) recommendations. Once
we make this distinction, we start to observe very distinct patterns
of behavior that are also supported by a variety of additional quanti-
tative and qualitative analysis. Among numerous insights discussed
throughout the paper, we observed the following:
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• Over time, the conversation shifts from preference elicitation
and refinement in the first stage to inquiry and critiquing in
subsequent stages after the first recommendation.

• Roughly a quarter of the total interaction can be attributed
to conversation management in the form of mutual acknowl-
edgement and progress updates.

• We observe a mixed-initiative approach in the conversation
choreography, whereby the user leads the conversation at
some points and the recommender leads at other points.

• Informational queries intended to clarify features of recom-
mended items often implicitly serve as expressions of soft
preference for subsequent recommendations.

• Explanation seems to drive a substantial fraction of the in-
teraction and follow-up inquiries and critiques by the user.
While explanation has been noted as being important for
transparent recommendation [27, 28], this critical role of
explanation in actually directing the conversation seems to
be under-emphasized in existing work on dialog-based con-
versational recommendation.

In summary, this work presents a novel qualitative and quantita-
tive analysis of workflow in natural dialog-based context-driven
conversational recommendation. In terms of scope, our focus in
this work is on a descriptive analysis of the high-level workflow
of natural human-to-human conversations; i.e., we do not aim to
prescribe an actual system to embody this complex, natural style of
interaction, nor to solve the low-level natural language processing
challenges that such automation would entail. Rather, we simply
aim that the insights obtained through this study should help us
better understand the structure of organic context-driven recom-
mendation. To this end, we believe this work provides important
design guidance for the next generation of fully automated and
naturally interactive conversational recommendation assistants.

2 RELATEDWORK
Conversational recommender systems (CRSs) help users nav-
igate through a complex item space to find an item of interest.
During the dialog, the CRS must select items for recommendation
and elicit feedback from the user, which it must take into account be-
fore making the next set of recommendations [12]. Many CRSs use
GUI-based interactive recommendation [1, 22], which allows
users to provide their feedback in one of four ways: (i) by asking
questions for a value of a specific item feature [21]; (ii) by collecting
user ratings on the proposed recommendations [25], (iii) by invit-
ing users to select one of many recommendations [20], or, (iv) by
allowing users to provide critiques on item features [31]. These
feedback forms differ in their level of ambiguity and the efforts
they demand from the user [23]. However, these systems limit the
way users can provide their feedback since their interactions are
restricted to GUI elements (e.g., menu, form, button).

More recently, the word “conversational” has implied not just a
sequential interaction, as before, but a dialog in natural language,
e.g., [7]. Dialog-based CRSs allow users to provide their feedback
in a more natural and free-form manner [14]. The system identifies
users’ intents from their utterances and incrementally refines users’
preference models to adjust its dialog policy [26]. Most work on
dialog-based CRSs is focused on question-answering (QA), where

they aim to equip the systemwith a strategy for selecting an optimal
set of features to request from the user and a logical order in which
to ask about them [5, 34]. Item features to query can be chosen
for example by deep reinforcement learning [24], deep recurrent
networks [4], or multi-memory networks [34].

Understanding and disambiguating user intent is a critical task
for dialog-based CRSs [11]. Despite the substantial research in this
area, identifying user intents from their utterances as to what kinds
of preferences a user wants to convey (and how they express them)
has gained some recent attention. In 2017, Kang et al. [14] looked
into how users initiated natural language queries with a recom-
mender system. They qualitatively derived a categorization of user
queries, but did not analyze full dialogs to study user behavior or
workflow. In 2018, Chen et al. [19] taxonomized user intents into
12 classes by analyzing the MSDialogue dataset for dialog-based
QA systems with no focus on recommendations. Recently, Cai &
Chen [2] pointed out that user behavour towards dialog-based QA
systems and towards recommender systems are different, and pro-
posed taxonomies for user intents and recommender actions using
the REDial dataset [15] centered around movie recommendations.
They further utilized the labeled dataset for user intent prediction
and combined both taxonomies for user satisfaction prediction [3].
Pecune et al. [18] developed a computational model of explanations
for movie recommenders by summarizing the types of explanations
humans used in the Switchboard dataset [10] and incorporated
it into actions of their movie recommender system with an aim
of improving the quality of the recommendation and interaction
perception. These methods, although close in principle, have sig-
nificant differences from our work. None of these studies cover
context-driven conversational recommendation [17], where the user
has explicit contextual constraints driving their recommender in-
teraction. The incorporation of context in our study naturally leads
to a strong formulation of preferences and constraints in the dialog,
which is a critical aspect of conversational workflow relevant to the
typical goal-directed use of a conversational assistant like Amazon
Alexa, Apple Siri, or Google Assistant that we wish to study in this
work.

Furthermore, while we build on the foundational coding protocol
and analysis of Cai and Chen [3], prior work has not sought to use
these codes to analyze the generic sequential workflow of these
recommendation-based conversations as we focus on in this work.

3 DATA COLLECTION
To analyze user intents and recommender actions for context-driven
recommendation, we conducted a user study on restaurant recom-
mendation. We have selected this domain since most study partic-
ipants would be expected to have extensive experience selecting
restaurants and because the context we provide (e.g., family outing
with young children) should have a strong influence on intrinsic
user preferences as well as context-specific preferences (e.g., has a
kids menu, special diet, etc.) to drive the conversational interaction.
Furthermore, there is often a higher level of commitment required
for negotiating a restaurant recommendation than, for example, a
movie recommendation; i.e., in an online movie recommendation
setting, a user could simply stop a movie after a few minutes and
find another if she dislikes the recommendation; in the restaurant
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domain, users are less tolerant of making a mistake in their selec-
tion. Hence, we believe users are more likely to make a concerted
effort in a restaurant conversation to ensure the recommendation
is appropriate to the given scenario.

In the remainder of this section, we will discuss limitations of
existing datasets, our experimental protocol to collect data, and the
coding taxonomy we extend and expand on in our analysis.

3.1 Existing Datasets
For restaurant recommendation, we are aware of three readily avail-
able datasets: MultiWOZ [33], ParlAI [13], and the CRM [24]. While
portions of these existing datasets are synthetic or partially syn-
thetic (machine-generated) conversations rather than the fully natu-
ral language dialogs we aim to study, there are additional shortcom-
ings of existing data. In general, we note that none of the existing
studies and datasets cover fully human-to-human context-driven
conversational recommendation between a single user and a sin-
gle assistant that we believe reflects the most common use case
of a CRS. Additionally, these existing restaurant recommendation
datasets were collected via text-to-text interaction; we conjecture
that spoken natural language interaction may lead to richer dialogs
than text interaction and thus better reflect interactions we would
expect in deployed CRS systems. Hence, we decided to collect our
own data for this research. We believe our contextual goal-oriented
setting with a single human information seeker and a single human
assistant reflects the use of CRSs in many deployed conversational
assistant settings, which is not represented in the existing datasets
of which we are presently aware.

3.2 Subject Recruitment and Task Assignment
We recruited graduates and alumni from University of Toronto to
participate in our study through departmental email lists. People
who agreed to participate in the study were shown an experiment
consent form; they were given the chance to opt-out or stop at
any stage of the experiment. This experiment was approved by
our institution’s research ethics board (REB).1 In total, 24 people
completed the study and have their results reported in this work.

In our experiment, we setup a task of restaurant recommenda-
tions for our local city and designed three scenarios to represent
real-life situations: (i) A business dinner with a colleague and two
clients, one of whom is a vegetarian; (ii) A Valentine’s Day dinner
with your date; and, (iii) A family brunch on the weekend with your
young child, parents and spouse. These scenarios aim to support
participants to drive the conversation and were developed under
the guidance of the five contextual dimensions proposed in [32]:
individual, location, time, activity, and relational.

We ran the experiment in two phases. In the first phase, each
participant is asked to provide details related to their dine-out fre-
quency (e.g., once a week, once a month, etc.) and their experience
level with each of the three scenarios (e.g., not at all, somewhat,
and highly experienced). Based on their experience level for each
scenario, we divide our participants into two groups: (a) expert
group; and (b) novice group. The experts are assigned the role of
recommenders while the novices become the users. Each participant

1University of Toronto REB-approved Ethics Protocol #00039634 titled “Evaluation of
Conversational Recommender Systems”.

is assigned only one role throughout the experiment. Groups are
created in such a way that all three scenarios would receive an
equal number of recommender–user pairs and thus would result in
an equal number of dialogs.

Once the groups are set, we create recommender–user pairs for
each scenario by randomly selecting one recommender from the
expert group and one user from the novice group. Each participant
is selected only once in the whole experiment. We use randomiza-
tion while creating pairs to avoid any selection bias. The reason for
matching a user (a novice member) to a recommender (an expert
member) is to better replicate a human-to-machine conversation
where a recommender system is expected to have substantial knowl-
edge about the conversation topic.

We then begin the second phase of our experiment where these
recommender–user pairs converse with the goal of finding a suit-
able restaurant given a scenario. Each participant begins by going
through the instructions as per her role. The scenario was disclosed
to the user so that she can distill information from the context,
drive the conversation according to her preferences and later decide
which recommendation best suits her requirements. In contrast, the
recommender is not aware of the user’s scenario; she is supposed
to recommend based on the preferences she identified through con-
versing with the user, which simulates a recommendation cold-start
problem. Additionally, the recommender is advised to give recom-
mendations primarily based on her prior experience. If she needs
external assistance, she can find relevant information through on-
line platforms e.g., Yelp. Both participants can ask any questions to
the moderator before they start the conversation. Other than that,
the moderator plays no role in the conversation. Once the dialog
ends, the moderator informs both participants that the experiment
is completed and confirms that they both agree to provide their
experimental data for research analysis.

Using the above protocol, we obtained 12 dialogs (4 for each
of the 3 scenarios) from 24 participants in our formal experiment.
The dialogs were recorded during the experiment and then tran-
scribed manually for the later identification and taxonomization
of user intents and recommender actions. While the dataset may
initially seem quite small, the conversational content is quite sub-
stantial as evidenced by the following statistics. Each conversation
transcript has an average of 1,150 words. In total, we had 360 con-
versation turns, with each conversation averaging 30 turns. Since
our workflow analysis is based on per-turn interactions, this leads
to a dataset of 360 labeled interactions consisting of an average of
approximately 38 words per turn (both user and recommender).

Due to the personal information revealed in conversations (about
individuals, their families, health and religious concerns as they
relate to food preferences, etc), our approved ethics protocol re-
quires that full conversations must remain confidential. However,
we do publish codes for the turn labels for research purposes and
reproducibility of results.2

3.3 Coding Taxonomy Development
To understand and analyze natural human interactions during rec-
ommendation dialogs, we leveraged and extended two taxonomies
of user intent and recommender actions from Cai and Chen [3].

2https://github.com/D3Mlab/WWW21Paper
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Table 1: Taxonomy for user intents, building on [3]. † indicates a new category that we have identified in our dialogs.

Category (Code) Description Example %

Ask for Recommendation 3.4%
Initial Query (IQ) [3] User asks for a recommendation in the first query “Hi I am looking for a place to have a family brunch...” 2.4%
Continue (CON) [3] User asks for another recommendation in a subsequent query “Maybe you can give me one more choice so I can pick one...” 1.0%

Provide Preference 19.5%
Provide Context (PCT) † User provides background information for the restaurant search “I am looking for a restaurant for my Valentine’s day dinner.” 5.0%
Provide Preference (PP) [3] User provides specific preference for the desired item “I would prefer a place that has a very good scenic view.” 11.5%
Refine Preference (RP) † User improves over-constrained/under-constrained preferences “It does not have to be chicken fingers.” 3.0%

Answer (ANS) [3] User answers the question issued by the recommender “Yes that’s correct.” 12.9%
Acknowledgement (ACK) † User shows understanding towards a previous recommender utterance “ I see.” 28.0%
Recommendation Rating 4.4%
Been to (BT) (modified) User has been to the restaurant before “Oh I have been there before.” 0.2%
Accept (ACT) [3] User accepts the recommended item, either explicitly or implicitly “Ok our final choice will be Eggspectation.” 2.8%
Reject (RJT) [3] User rejects the recommended item, either explicitly or implicitly “Maybe there is a private room in the other three restaurants?” 1.0%
Neutral Response (NR) [3] User does not indicate a decision with the current recommendations “I will take a look in the menu and compare and maybe ask my partner.” 0.4%

Inquire (INQ) [3] User requires additional information regarding the recommendation “So what about the interior design, the decorations and environment?” 9.5%
Critiquing 3.6%
Critique - Feature (CF) [3] User critiques on a specific feature of the recommended item “I am pretty sure it will be expensive so what is the price range?” 1.0%
Critique - Add (CA) [3] User adds further constraints on top of the current recommendation “I want sushi.” 2.0%
Critique - Compare (CC) [3] User requests comparison between recommended item with another item “How about the price compared with Miku??” 0.6%

Others (OTH) [3] Greetings, gratitude expression, chit-chat utterance “Thank you so much for your recommendation.” 18.7%

Table 2: Taxonomy for recommender actions, building on [3]. † indicates a new category that we have identified in our dialogs.

Category (Code) Description Example %

Request 14.2%
Request Information (RI) [3] Recommender requests the user’s preference “What kind of food do you like?” 4.4%
Clarify Question (CQ) [3] Recommender asks for clarification on a previous requirement “So you would like to reserve a private room?” 3.6%
Ask Opinion (AO) † Recommender requests the user’s opinion to a choice question (e.g., yes/no) “So it is just open space but separated from others, is that ok?” 4.8%
Ensure fulfillment (EF) † Recommender confirms task fulfillment during the conversation “Anything else I can do for you today?” 1.4%

Inform progress (IP) † Recommender discloses the current item being processed “So let me just check the closest nearby parking.” 7.1%
Acknowledgement (ACK) † Recommender shows understanding towards a previous user utterance “...you mentioned that one of the attendees is vegetarian...” 16.7%
Answer (ANS) [3] Recommender answers the question issued by the user “So for the Michael’s on Simcoe, the price varies a lot...” 8.3%
Recommend 5.6%

Recommend - Show (RS) [3] Recommender provides recommendation by showing it directly “So I found a restaurant called paramount.” 4.6%
Recommend - Explore (RE) [3] Recommender provides recommendation and asks if the user has prior knowledge “The first one that comes to mind is Miku, have you heard of it before?” 1.0%

Explain 38.4%
Preference (EP) [3] Recommender explains recommendations based on the user’s said preference “Because it has vegetarian options, it has a full bar and a good view...” 11.6%
Additional Information (EAI) † Recommender explains recommendations with features not previously discussed “There are a couple different varieties (of food) that your guests might enjoy.” 15.4%
Personal Opinion 11.4%

Comparison (PCM) † Recommender compares recommended item with another item “I would say the price for this place is a bit higher than HY steakhouse but...” 0.9%
Persuasion (PER) † Recommender provides positive comment towards the recommended item “It is on the pricier side but it is worth the experience...” 5.6%
Prior Experience (PEX) † Recommender refers to past experience with the recommended item “I have been there before during the summerlicious.” 2.5%
Context (PCN) † Recommender provides opinion considering the given context or current reality “Since it’s summer I don’t think the weather will be that much of an issue...” 2.4%

Others (OTH) [3] Greetings, gratitude expression, chit-chat utterance “Yeah a lot of people recommended me to go there.” 9.7%

Specifically, we followed the grounded theory approach developed
by Glaser and Strauss [8] to generate the specific codes and tax-
onomies required for our data. This involved adapting the user
intents and recommender actions from Cai and Chen [3], while
adding some new categories as observed in our data. The categories
with corresponding description, examples, and percentage of their
occurrences across all dialogs can be seen in Tables 1 & 2. We la-
beled categories as † for new to indicate that they were not covered
in [3]. While we manually labeled these categories, it should be pos-
sible to automate this labeling process in the future for the purpose
of designing automated CRSs.

3.3.1 Taxonomy for User Intents. We now turn to the design of our
taxonomy for user intents to identify the types of user utterances.
We came up with 8 top-level intents (see highlighted categories in
Table 1), and 12 sub-intents described described in-depth as follows.
Ask for Recommendation: The user asks for a recommendation
with an Initial Query, e.g., “Hi, I am looking for a place to have a
family brunch...”. She sometimes needs more suggestions to com-
pare with the current recommended item, so she asks for another

recommendation in a subsequent query (Continue), e.g., “Maybe
you can give me one more choice so I can pick one...”.
Provide Preference:We found that the user provides her prefer-
ences in nearly 20% of the turns. Shementions her context of visiting
a restaurant as additional information for the recommender (Pro-
vide Context), e.g., “I am looking for a restaurant for Valentine’s day
dinner...”, specifies her requirements and constraints (Provide Pref-
erence), and sometimes refines her previously specified constraints
(Refine Preference), e.g., “It does not have to be chicken fingers.”.
Answer: The user answers questions issued by the recommender.
Acknowledgement: The user acknowledges the recommender
that she understands what has been told to her.
Recommendation Rating: The user rates the recommendation
either implicitly or explicitly. She may Accept (e.g., “Ok our final
choice will be Eggspectation.” ) or Reject (“Maybe there is a private
room in the other three restaurants?” ) the recommended restaurant.
She sometimes conveys that she has already Been To the suggested
restaurant or sometimes she remains neutral and does not clearly
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take any decision (Neutral Response), e.g., “I will take a look in the
menu and compare and maybe ask my partner.”.
Inquire: The user asks for information regarding certain features
of the current recommendation.
Critiquing: The user provides her feedback through critiquing an
attribute of the recommended restaurant (Critique – Feature), adding
more constraints on top of the current recommendations (Critique –
Add), and sometimes asks the recommender to compare the current
recommendation with another item on a specific attribute (Critique
– Compare), e.g., “How about the price compared with Miku?”.

3.3.2 Taxonomy for Recommender Action. Now we turn to the
recommender’s actions, which we have classified into 7 top-level
actions and 12 sub-actions (see Table 2).
Request: The recommender requests knowledge from the user to
fulfill one of the four purposes. She requests the user to provide
her preferences (Request Information), e.g., “What kind of food do
you like?”. Sometimes she needs clarification from the user when
she is not perfectly clear about a certain feature (Clarify Question),
e.g., “So you would like to reserve a private room?”. She also asks for
user’s opinion on a choice question (Ask Opinion), e.g., “So it is just
open space but separated from others, is that ok?” ). She confirms the
task fulfillment from the user (Ensure fulfillment), e.g., “Anything
else I can do for you today?” ).
Inform Progress: The recommender informs the user of the task
in progress and a potential wait time.
Acknowledgement: The recommender acknowledges the user
that she understands what has been told to her.
Answer: The recommender answers questions issued by the user.
Recommend: The recommender provides a recommendation ei-
ther by directly presenting the item (Recommend - Show) or asking
the user if she knows of the place (Recommend - Explore).
Explain: The recommender spends most of her time (≈ 38%) ex-
plaining the recommendations to the user. She employs various
methods of explanation, such as, highlighting the user’s mentioned
preferences with Explain - Preference (e.g., “Because it has vegetar-
ian options, it has a full bar and a good view.” ), providing Explain
- Additional Information about the features that the user has not
mentioned before (e.g., “There are a couple different varieties (of
food) that your guests might enjoy.” ). The recommender also shares
Personal Opinion as a way to explain the recommendations and
support the decision of the user. The recommender utilizes Per-
suasion and supports the recommendation with reasons from Prior
Experience and given Context. Moreover, the recommender also
uses Comparison to give personal insights when more than one
recommendation is present.

4 INITIAL CONVERSATION OBSERVATIONS
4.1 Context-related Categories
Since our experimental design intentionally infuses our dialog data
with contextual information, we often observe users and recom-
menders exchanging this information and applying it in the rec-
ommendation process. For user intents, we observe a common

occurrence of Provide Context (5.0%), which is passing on context
information to the recommender (e.g., “I am looking for a restau-
rant for my Valentine’s Day dinner.” ). For recommender actions, on
the other hand, we observe contextual knowledge provided in the
recommendation explanation through Personal Opinion - Context
(2.4%). The recommender may explain based on what the user said
about the context (e.g., “The atmosphere of the restaurant is casual
but it’s still presentable since you’re looking for an investor for your
company.”), or provide additional contextual advice (e.g.,“Since it’s
summer I don’t think the weather will be that much of an issue...”).
The subcategory Personal Opinion was included since we observed
that recommenders tend to combine their own personal perspective
into the recommendation — something that could potentially be
automated in a CRS by mining user review data.

4.2 Grounding and Conversation Management
Grounding is the process of showing understanding towards what
someone has said and signaling that a common ground has been
established [6]. This is very crucial since speakers tend to ensure
that what has been said is understood by the counterpart before
proceeding to the next phase of the conversation. The listener, on
the other hand, generally relies on the speaker to maintain the
conversation flow. In voice-based settings, where there is no face-
to-face grounding [16], the means for grounding is solely verbal.
We heavily observed this phenomenon in our data since it is tran-
scribed from audio recordings. In our dataset, we observed a variety
of commonly seen conversational strategies that humans use in
showing understanding, such as backchannel responses (in our
dataset, e.g., “Umm hmm.”, “Ok.”), repeating (e.g.,“University and
Queen, okay”), completing the counterpart’s sentence (e.g., (Recom-
mender: “So maybe just go to the Eggs...”) - User: “Eggspectation.”),
and paraphrasing. We labeled all of those utterances as Acknowl-
edgement [29]. We observe that Acknowledgement takes up to
28.0% of the user intent, and 16.7% of the recommender actions in
our data, which means that our participants spent a substantial
portion of their interactions establishing common ground.

Also related to general conversation management, we observe
the recommender action Inform Progress taking up 7.1% of the total
observed recommender actions. In our data, recommenders either
provided details informing the current item being processed (e.g.,
“So I am searching for the best Indian restaurants in Toronto.”),
or simply notified the user that there might be some wait time
(e.g., “One second.”). While fully automated recommenders will
obviously not face the same delay issues as human recommenders,
it is important to keep in mind that system latencies do affect users’
perceptions regarding recommendation quality and relevancy [30].

4.3 Explanations and Personal Opinions
As previously observed (and as will subsequently be explored) in
workflow analysis, recommender explanation plays a major role
in our observed conversations (38.4% of observed recommender
actions to be precise). Specifically, we observe two direct explana-
tion strategies from the recommender, Explain - Preference (11.6%),
Explain - Additional Information (15.4%). Explain - Preference is the
act when the recommender mentions features of the recommended
item that were requested by the user specifically, e.g., “Because it
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has vegetarian options, it has a full bar and a good view...”. Explain
- Additional Information means that the recommender presents in-
formation about the recommendation that was not discussed so far
in the conversation (e.g., “There are a couple different varieties [of
food] that your guests might enjoy.”). We observe a higher occur-
rence percentage of Explain - Additional Information than Explain -
Preference, which means recommenders tend to provide more in-
formation — though not required by the user — to paint a fuller
picture of the recommended item. Considering that recommenders
have access to the Internet to search for information related to the
recommended item in our experiment, we conjecture the ready
availability of this wealth of information might lead the human
recommender to explain more than required.

An alternative explanation method employed by the recom-
mender comes in the form of personal opinion. In previous work,
researchers observed participants mentioning personal opinions
when discussing favorite movies, and recognized this as a social
explanation method [18]. While personal opinion in explanations
may initially appear difficult to automate, as noted previously, this
can potentially be supported in a CRS by mining user experience
and opinions from review data.

Among our restaurant recommendation dialogs, utilizing per-
sonal opinions to explain the reason behind a recommendation or
make suggestions is also very commonly observed. We classify four
subcategories for Personal Opinion: Personal Opinion - Comparison
(0.9%), Personal Opinion - Persuasion (5.6%), Personal Opinion - Prior
experience (2.5%), Personal Opinion - Context (2.4%). Personal Opinion
- Persuasion is when the recommender tries to “sell” the item by sub-
jectively sharing positive perspectives (e.g., “It is on the pricier side
but it is worth the experience...”). Personal Opinion - Prior experience
is a strategy where the recommender refers to her prior experience
with the recommended item to support the reason why it is suitable
for the user (e.g., “I have been there during the summerlicious”).
Personal Opinion - Context, as mentioned previously, supports rea-
soning either based on a user’s background information or personal
knowledge of the reality (e.g., “The atmosphere of the restaurant is
casual but it’s still presentable since you’re looking for an investor
for your company.”). Personal Opinion - Comparison occurs when
the recommender compares two candidate choices regarding a cer-
tain aspect, and potentially provides reasoning why they think one
is more of a fit than the other for the user’s situation (e.g., “So I
would say the price for this place is a little bit higher than HY steak-
house but this restaurant has been there for a long time.”). Overall,
while not insignificant, we remark that opinion-based explanation
strategies were employed by the recommender less frequently than
the direct explanation strategies described earlier.

4.4 Analyzing User Preferences
Compared to previous work [13, 24], we observe a larger variety of
preference types for restaurant features. We labeled these prefer-
ence types in our data and enumerate them in Table 3, where they
are sorted by the frequency in which they appeared in a dialog.

Specifically, for the ParlAI [13] andCRM [24] datasets, researchers
only defined features such as cuisine (e.g., Italian, Indian), location
(or state and city information), price range, rating and party size.
In contrast, we summarize 19 mentioned preference types in our

Table 3: Types of restaurant features mentioned by users.

Feature (Code) Examples Freq.
(max 12)

Cuisine Type (CUT) Indian, Italian 10
Price Range (PR) Above average, $$ 10
Location (LOC) “...near Queen and University

(intersection).”
10

Type of Meal (TM) Dinner, Brunch, Lunch 8
Menu (MNU) “I want a diverse menu.” 8
Reservation (RVT) “A reservation for two.” 6
Parking (PKG) Private Parking/Nearby Parking 5
Type (TYP) “good for family” 5
Ambience (AMB) Classy, Trendy 4
Noise level (NOL) Quiet, Average, Loud 3
Outdoor Seating
(OSN)

Patio, Balcony, Rooftop 3

Private room (PRO) “Do they have a private room?” 3
Scenic View (SV) “I would prefer a place that has a nice

view.”
3

Alcoholic Drinks
(DRN)

Fullbar 2

Popular times/Wait
times (WT)

“Average wait time is 15 minutes.” 2

Rating (RTN) Highly rated, Four stars 2
Reviews (RVW) “...show me a strongly negative review.” 1
Picture (PIC) “Do you have pictures of the

restaurant?”
1

Dine Time (DT) “...around 10:30 would be good for us.” 1

dataset in Table 3, which underscores the importance of mining nat-
ural dialog for the range of user preferences that a domain-specific
conversational recommendation system should support.

5 WORKFLOW ANALYSIS
5.1 Global Analysis
We now proceed to our workflow analysis that is a key contribution
of this work. We start by providing a global analysis of the interac-
tive conversational workflow in our experiment. To achieve this, we
present a Sankey diagram3 in Figure 1 that shows the workflow of
the user intents and recommender actions during the conversation,
while splitting the Sankey diagram into recommender actions–to–
user intents and user intents–to–recommender actions for more
clarity. Here, we have collapsed user intents and recommender
actions into higher-level categories as noted in Tables 1 and 2. For
example, Figure 1a shows recommender actions to request informa-
tion, explain a recommendation, or make a recommendation, for
which the user could answer, provide preferences or make critiques.

Overall, we observe that the flow in Figure 1a is dominated by
(i) the recommender requesting information from the user who pro-
vides answers or preferences, and (ii) the recommender explaining
recommendations leading to user inquiries that obtain additional
information. In this direction of the flow, the recommender tends to
mainly collect information and user preferences to provide relevant
information. However, in Figure 1b, the flow is more diverse, but we
still see dominant flows for question-response style interaction. In
order to analyze and understand global conversational statistics, we
3A Sankey diagram emphasizes the major transfers or flows within a process with the
overall height of the flow proportional to the fraction that it represents in the data.
Hence, it can help identify the most important sources and destinations for a flow.
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(a) Recommender to user.
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(b) User to recommender.

Figure 1: Sankey diagram for global conversational flow.
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Figure 2: Global statistics.

refer to Figure 2. Here, we observe that the length of conversations
roughly follows a power law distribution, where the longest con-
versation contains 132 turns and the shortest conversation contains
only 24 turns. Also, we observe that in terms of the total token
(word) count, the recommender tends to converse longer with the
goal of collecting preferences, explaining recommendations, and
answering questions as observed in Figure 1a.

The observations so far based on the global perspective reflect
basic intuitions but are somewhat limited in providing novel insight.
To delve deeper, we leverage our understanding of the transcripts,
where we observed distinct conversational behavioral patterns be-
fore and after the first recommendation was made and after subse-
quent recommendations. This suggests that we can break the con-
versation down into three distinct stages as illustrated in Figure 3.
In summary, we observe that we can cleanly and unambiguously
break the conversation for each dialog transcript into the stage with
0 recommendations (Stage 1), 1 recommendation (Stage 2), and 2
or more recommendations with comparison (Stage 3).

With this subdivision of turns, we can now revisit Figure 2 to see
if there are distinct characteristics of each stage. Indeed, Figure 4
shows that there are different statistics for each stage that support
our split. In particular, Figure 4a shows the #turns in Stage 1 is
higher than #turns in Stage 2, which indicates that the preference
elicitation stage takes more time. Stage 3 is longer as it takes more
turns for clarifying and refining the recommendation before mak-
ing a final choice. Figure 4b shows the distribution of the number
of tokens for each turn, per stage, and per role. We observe that for
Stage 1, the user generally uses more words (tokens) to express her

0 recommendations 1 recommendation 2+ recommendations

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

Resolution

Preference Elicitation 

and Refinement

Inquiry and 

Critiquing

Recommendation 

1st item

Recommendation 

2nd item

Inquiry, Critiquing, 

and Comparison

Recommendation 

Figure 3: Stages of conversational flow used in our analysis
separated according to number of recommendations made.
Abandonment could happen at any stage, but is not shown
as it did not occur in our data.
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Figure 4: Stage-wise statistics.

preferences, then in Stage 2 and Stage 3 we observe different pat-
terns where the number of words drops for the user and it increases
for the recommender. This indicates that during the recommenda-
tion refinement and clarification phase, the recommender is more
expressive — this is mainly due to the explanation action, which
dominates recommender actions in this stage. This analysis further
motivates a fine-grained stage-wise analysis of the global workflow
as discussed in the next section.
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(b) User to recommender.

Figure 5: Detailed conversation flow for 1st stage (Preference Elicitation).
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Figure 6: Detailed conversation flow for 2nd stage (Inquiry and Critiquing).
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(a) Recommender to user.
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Figure 7: Detailed conversation flow for 3rd stage (Inquiry, Critiquing, and Comparison).

5.2 Dialog Stages
Based on Figure 3, we now proceed to a workflow analysis of the
different stages in this diagram: Preference Elicitation (Stage 1)
and Inquiry and Critiquing Stage (Stages 2 and 3). Due to the
cooperative nature of our study participants, we did not observe
user abandonment; however, this would be an important user action
to model for most deployed CRSs.

5.2.1 Preference Elicitation (Stage 1). In this phase that is illustrated
in Figure 5, a user and a recommender reach an initial level of
agreement for user preferences, which lays the groundwork for the
subsequent recommendation dialog. In particular, we observe in

Figure 5a that the recommender-to-user interactions are dominated
by the recommender requesting information, where for half of the
interactions, the user provides preferences and the user answers
requests to provide more context. On the other hand, for the user-to-
recommender interactions in Figure 5b, they are mainly dominated
by the user providing preferences for which the recommender asks
clarifications or provide explanations. These forward and backward
interactions between the user and the recommender illustrate the
flow of actions and messages exchanged during this stage that
are focused primarily on preference elicitation, refinement, and
clarification (which also correspond to the cold-start nature of
the recommendation dialogs). This stage naturally ends with the
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recommender providing a first recommendation. In our study, user
acceptance of the recommendation is not required to proceed to
Stage 2. In fact, once the user accepts a recommendation in Stage 2
or 3, the dialog proceeds directly to the Resolution stage.

5.2.2 Inquiry and Critiquing (Stages and 3). This stage starts with
dialogs centered on the initial recommendation made in Stage 1.
Due to the complexity of interactions in this stage, we have broken
it down to 1 recommendation (Stage 2) and 2+ recommendations
(Stage 3) for more clarity as illustrated in Figure 6 and 7 respectively.
Unlike Stage 2, Stage 3 allows comparison of recommendations since
there are 2+ recommendations to compare.

Overall, in Stage 2, a typical user Inquires more than she Provides
Preferences by making information requests as well as critiques
on the items. In particular, in Figure 6, we observe that a recom-
mender provides more explanation compared to the previous stage,
and often this leads to the user providing additional information
(presumably in response to the explanation), and otherwise leads
to a non-informational user response. Also, we observe that rec-
ommendation tends to lead the user to provide more information,
potentially due to the accompanying explanation.

Regarding the last stage beyond the second recommendation,
we observe in Figure 7a that the dominant flow is the recommender
Explain to user Inquire. This is because explanation leads the user
to further Inquire (or Critiquing) or often an acceptance or rejection.
On the other hand, we observe in Figure 7b that the dominant flow
is from a user Inquire to recommender Answer, which indicates that
the user is simply clarifying details of the recommendation.

5.2.3 Summary Observations for all Stages. Overall, we observe a
clear shift over time from heavy preference statements at Stage 1 to
iteration at Stage 2 on inquiries and explanations, and a final clarifi-
cation Stage 3 with a high rate of information inquiries, justification
of explanations, and critiques as well as final choice resolution —
leading often to a final user rating (e.g., accept, reject, etc.). The
goal of these heavy iterations is to clarify, refine, and justify recom-
mendations, which we remark is very different from conversational
QA systems, where there is no need to clarify the precise meaning
of a user’s preferences (since there are no preferences in most QA).

Finally, we show in Figure 8 the top words used by a user and a
recommender in our dialogs throughout the three stages that we
obtained (using a tf-idf weighting). We can clearly observe that for
Stage 1, the user uses a context word (e.g., they mention “startup”)
and the recommender seems to be negotiating the meaning of
preferences (e.g., using words such as “like”, “want”, “downtown”).
For Stage 2, the discussion seems fairly generic, where the user
is expressing her preferences (e.g., “free parking”, “like”, “option”,
“layout”, “drive”, etc.), whereas the recommender uses explanation
words (e.g., “good”, “like”, “street”, “option”). Lastly, during Stage
3 we see more explanation, comparison, more specific details like
“Indian” and also evidence of resolution/confirmation (e.g., “yea”,
“OK”, “good”, “like”). These word-level observations reflect what we
have largely observed from the previous workflow analysis.

5.3 Informational Questions as Preferences
In our data, we observed a large number of information questions
(labeled as Inquire) raised by users, which we conjecture to be an

Table 4: Initiator of a second recommendation (used for
mixed-initiative analysis) and features mentioned in infor-
mation questions and subsequent recommendations.

Dialog # Rec. initiator Inquired Feature

1 user parking, picture, ambience (✓), reservation
4 rec location (✓)
6 user N/A
7 rec noise level, price (✓), reservation (✓)
8 user ambience (✓), price, scenic view
12 rec location (✓)

Note: ✓denotes when a feature is mentioned in an information ques-
tion, and later influenced how the recommender provides recommen-
dation.

implicit expression of user preferences. For example, the question
“Do they have any parking spots?” can serve as a question and an
expression of preference.

To verify this conjecture, we examined the dialogs with at least
two recommendations present, since most information questions
occurred after the first recommendation was made. We counted the
number of times that the user asked an information question and
then a later recommendation was explained based on the implied
preference; we divided this by the total number of times that an
information question was asked and a later recommendation was
provided. Considering the data collected in Table 4 for dialogs with
at least two recommendations, we observed that exactly 50% of the
time, an information question was taken into account in a subse-
quent recommendation by the human recommender. Since human
recommenders frequently considered the information questions as
part of the preference requirements in their subsequent recommen-
dations, we note that information questions do indeed appear to
serve a dual role as implicit soft preferences. This appears to be a
novel observation, and we consider it a crucial insight that should
be leveraged in the consideration of user preference modeling in
future dialog-based CRS designs.

5.4 Soft Preferences and Hard Constraints
Now we proceed to analyze the difference between Hard Con-
straints and Soft Preferences expressed by the user and how
their expression differs over the stages of the conversation. We
define Hard Constraints as essential pieces of information either
explicitly provided by the user or requested from the recommender
that are required in all recommendations. In contrast, Soft Prefer-
ences are not required to be satisfied.

We would claim that in our data, preferences gathered through
Provide Preference, Request and Critiquing are hard constraints.
Users tend to provide the most important features that they look
for in a recommendation at the beginning of the dialog through Pro-
vide Preference. Subsequently, recommenders might recognize some
crucial information that is missing and request those features, or
ask questions for clarification. We consider information exchanged
through the recommmender Request also to be hard constraints
since they are either indispensable information for initializing a
recommendation, or pivotal in narrowing down the scope of rec-
ommendation candidates. After the recommendations are made,
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(a) Recommender Stage 1. (b) Recommender Stage 2. (c) Recommender Stage 3.

(d) User Stage 1. (e) User Stage 2. (f) User Stage 3.

Figure 8: Cloud of top words for each role and each stage.

the user might critique to reject the recommended item or add
further constraints. Critiquing shows preference components from
a user that are mandatory for accepting a recommendation, thus
we consider Critiquing as hard constraints.

In contrast, we note that Soft Preferences often arise implicitly
from users’ information questions. As previously discussed, human
recommenders take in those information questions and attempt to
include the mentioned features in subsequent recommendations.
Thus we consider information that users Inquire about to be soft
preferences that are not necessarily required.

Considering how users stated their information questions, we
generally observed that although users initiated these inquiries
to learn more about the recommended item, most of the time the
answers did not make users change their minds. Users often either
claim that the inquiry is not a hard constraint (e.g., “I’m just curi-
ous, and this is not a hard requirement because my parents don’t
like a noisy place.”) or simply did not reject the recommendation.
In very few cases, we observed users Inquire and then Critique,
e.g., User: “...do they have a patio?” → negative response from the
recommender → User: “OK. So could you find me a place with a
patio...”, which represents a user’s discovery of a hard constraint
that stemmed initially from an information inquiry.

More quantitatively in Figure 9, we observe the distribution of
hard constraints and soft preferences before (Stage 1) and after
(Stages 2 & 3) an initial recommendation is made. Most elicited
preferences are hard constraints (98.3%) and very few soft prefer-
ences (1.7%) are expressed before the initial recommendation. In
later stages of dialog, soft preferences take a more dominant per-
centage (58.7%) over hard constraints (41.3%), since users can ask
for additional information when there are concrete items to discuss.

5.5 Anecdotal Observations
In this section, we briefly comment on a number of non-quantitative
anecdotal observations we made from the conversation transcripts
that we believe are simply interesting to mention as we bring our
workflow analysis to a conclusion.

5.5.1 Mixed Initiative. One aspect of a conversational system is
that it will engage in mixed-initiative interaction. We observed a
mixed initiative for subsequent recommendations after the initial
recommendation. In our data shown in Table 4, the number of
times a recommender proposed an alternative recommendation
and the number of times a user explicitly requested another item
are the same, indicating balanced initiative on behalf of the user
and recommender.

Anecdotally, the user might request another recommendation
to compare with the current item that already fulfills all the hard
constraints (e.g., “Awesome. Yes, so far I think all my requirements
are there so maybe you can give me more choices so I can pick
one?”). The recommender might propose a new recommendation
either by directly presenting the item (e.g., “So there is another
good restaurant. It is called Sang’s Great Seafood Restaurant.”) or
by asking the user if they would like to hear another recommenda-
tion (e.g., “Anything else I can do for you today? Or do you want
me to recommend more just in case you want to try a different
one?”). Hence, we found that sometimes the recommender takes
the initiative with the interaction while the user works to assist it,
contributing to the interaction as needed. At other times, the roles
are reversed. This strategy leads to a more natural conversation,
and we might infer that a good recommender system design should
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Figure 9: Distribution of Hard Constraints and Soft Prefer-
ences before (Stage 1) and after (Stages 2 & 3) the initial rec-
ommendation is made.

attempt to determine whether the user or recommender should
take the initiative at each conversational stage.

5.5.2 Negotiation. When there exists a potential preference con-
flict, users and recommenders are observed to negotiate on this
specific requirement. For example, the user might propose a re-
laxation on a previous preference under the impression that it is
potentially unsatisfiable: “I think if you are looking for something
negotiable, I am kind of fine with negotiating to sit inside the restau-
rant as well. Because it is not that easy to find seating on a rooftop
or a balcony... Not having outside seating is fine. Just maintaining
a certain noise level when we are sitting inside should be fine.” The
recommender, when facing a preference not available in the recom-
mended item but which can be fulfilled with a substitute, would
suggest it to the user, e.g., “So you would like to reserve a private
room?” → “Yeah absolutely” → “If there is a room without the
door. So it is just open space but separate from others, is it okay?”.
Hence, we see that the recommender is aware of the possible (or
available) options and the user, sometimes only partially, knows
her preferences. As the dialog proceeds and the user conveys her
preferences, a good recommender needs to recognize what to retain
and what to compromise for the user in preference conflicts.

5.5.3 Comparison of Recommendations. As previously mentioned
in the dialog stages section, when there exists more than one suit-
able candidate, humans compare and contrast on the recommen-
dations. Users would Critique - Compare and typically ask for a
comparison of the items with regard to a specific feature in one
turn. For example, the user might ask among the two recommenda-
tions “Which restaurant is less busier?”, or ask for the other item’s
information with the same aspect: “Can you check if the other
restaurants have similar comments or reviews?”. Recommenders
use Personal Opinion - Comparison to compare and contrast on the
recommendations and make suggestions on a decision. As an ex-
ample, aside from vanilla comparisons on prices and ratings, we ob-
served one (human) recommender contrasting a multiple-location
chain restaurant with a single location restaurant, suggesting the
chain to be a more flexible choice with multiple possible locations.

6 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have provided a workflow analysis of human-to-
human dialogs for context-driven conversational recommendation.
Specifically, we recorded the conversations between a human rec-
ommender and a human user who jointly attempt to find a restau-
rant that best fits the user’s preference given a contextual scenario.
On analyzing their conversational utterances, we have identified
and labeled our data according to user intents and recommender ac-
tions that extend the existing literature. In terms of conversational
workflow analysis, we have identified clear distinctions in conver-
sational behavior as a function of the recommendation stage of the
conversation (i.e., no recommendations, one recommendation, and
two or more).

Overall, this conversational workflow analysis has allowed us to
make a number of observations regarding the critical importance
of preference refinement, the role of information queries as implicit
soft preference critiques, and the importance of explanation in
driving the overall conversational flow. Moreover, our studies point
to several potential research directions that could assist in the
design of future CRSs such as the following:

• Given the amount of the conversation devoted to iterating
on preference understanding and the level of specificity (e.g.,
“you said chicken fingers, did you just mean a kid’s menu?"),
there is a need for research on disambiguation and clarifica-
tion of user preferences and intents through natural language
interaction to support actionable recommendation.

• Since users often expressed their preferences through in-
formational questions, it is important to be able to accu-
rately mine such preferences directly from natural language
questions in parallel with the more explicit task of natural
language question answering to respond to the user inquiry.

• Given the prevalence of personal experience and opinion
explanations employed by the human recommenders, it may
be useful to mine such explanations from user review data
as they relate to a user’s preferences as a means of building
rapport between the CRS and user.

• It is critical to observe the dominance of recommender expla-
nation in Stages 2 and 3 and theway it literally drives the bulk
of the interaction with the user — leading the user to provide
further inquiries, critiques, and statements of preference.
Hence, it is important to consider the exploratory role of
recommendation explanations for directing the conversation
and providing prompts that implicitly elicit feedback. In this
sense, beyond its informational and persuasion roles [28],
explanation may be viewed as a way to further explore and
reduce uncertainty in the user’s preferences.

Altogether, these insights should help us better understand the
structure and nature of organic context-driven recommendation
and provide useful guidance in the design of the next generation
of fully automated and naturally interactive conversational recom-
mendation systems.
Acknowledgments: We thank the reviewers for their insightful
comments that have helped us improve the discussion and clarify
the paper presentation.
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